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ABSTRACT Oxygen-containing rare-earth metal hydride,
YHxOy, is a newly found photochromic material showing fast
photoresponse. While its preparation method, optical properties and structural features have been studied extensively,
the photochromic mechanism in YHxOy remains unknown.
Here, using excited-state molecular dynamics simulation
based on the recently developed real-time time-dependent
density functional theory (RT-TDDFT) method, we study the
photochemical reactions in YHxOy. We find that under photoexcitation, dihydrogen defects are formed within 100 fs. The
dihydrogen defect behaves as a shallow donor and renders the
material strongly n-type doped, which could be responsible for
the photochromic effect observed in YHxOy. We also find that
oxygen concentration affects the metastability of the dihydrogen species, meaning that the energy barrier for the dihydrogen to dissociate is related to the oxygen concentration.
The highest barrier of 0.28 eV is found in our model with O/
Y=1:8. If the oxygen concentration is too low, the dihydrogen
will quickly dissociate when the excitation is turned off. If the
oxygen concentration is too high, the dihydrogen dissociates
even when the excitation is still on.
Keywords: YHxOy, photochromic material, photochromic mechanism, dihydrogen, oxygen concentration

INTRODUCTION
Photochromism refers to a type of light-matter interac-

tion, which involves photochemical reactions as observed
by reversible color changes, as well as changes in other
optical and electrical properties [1]. The effect has a wide
range of technological applications, such as all-optical
circuits, smart windows, photosensors, optical storage,
and solar energy storage [2–9]. Organic compounds represent the majority of photochromic materials and have
been widely studied [10–14]. In contrast, there have been
only a small number of choices on inorganic photochromic materials [15–19]. The physical mechanism of
the color change in inorganic photochromic materials
could also be significantly different from that in their
organic counterparts. For example, the model of double
insertion and extraction of ions and electrons has been
proposed to explain the photochromism in transitionmetal oxides, such as WO3 and MoO3 [20,21]. Such a
mechanism does not exist in organic photochromic
compounds. Given their potential advantages, such as
being resistant to fatigue, it is of great interest to develop
inorganic photochromic materials [22].
Rare-earth metal oxy-hydrides are a newly discovered
family of inorganic photochromic materials [23–29].
Among them, the oxygen-containing yttrium hydride
(YHxOy) films are first found to be photochromic and
have attracted widespread attention in recent years due to
their fast photoresponse. Huiberts et al. [26] reported that
yttrium hydride films exhibit intriguing reversible optical
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transition during continuous adsorption of hydrogen.
Ohmura et al. [27,28] observed the photochromic behavior in yttrium hydride film under high pressure when
illuminated by visible laser light. Mongstad et al. [29]
discovered that transparent YHxOy films exhibit remarkable and reversible photochromic effect upon illumination with ultraviolet light under atmospheric
conditions.
While the photochromic effect in yttrium hydride has
been well reproducible, the microscopic origin of this
effect still remains to be revealed. A nuclear magnetic
resonance study suggested that the photochromic process
involves trapping and release of about 3% hydrogen,
which is frozen out upon illumination with white light
and reappears under dark conditions after a few days
[30]. Optical spectrophotometry and ellipsometry measurements on transparent and opaque YHxOy films suggested gradual growth of metallic domains within the
semiconducting lattice [31]. A positron annihilation experiment suggested a pronounced formation of vacancies
by thermal annealing above 90°C, which is most likely
correlated to the breaking of bonded hydrogen atoms
[32]. The role of oxygen in this material has also been
noticed and the effect of tuning the band gap has been
observed in experiment [33–35]. These previous studies
have paved the way for determining the atomistic mechanism behind the photochromic effect in YHxOy.
In this work, we use real-time time-dependent density
functional theory (RT-TDDFT) and fixed-occupation
molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, combined with
experiment, to investigate the photochromic mechanism
in YHxOy. Our simulation suggests that under excitation
the hydrogen atoms undergo ultrafast dynamics, resulting
in spontaneous formation of dihydrogen species in less
than 100 fs. After turning off the excitation, the dihydrogen species is found to be a metastable configuration,
which requires to overcome a barrier of about 0.28 eV to
revert to the original state by breaking the H–H bonds.
The dihydrogen formation under excitation is thought to
be responsible for the transparent-to-opaque photochromic transition in yttrium hydride observed in experiment. The ability to form the dihydrogen species and
the easiness to revert to the transparent state is found to
be strongly related to the concentration of oxygen in the
material, consistent with our experiment.

COMPUTATIONAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
METHODS
Our DFT calculations were mostly conducted by the
Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [36] using

the projector augmented wave (PAW) method and planewave basis set. We used the exchange-correlation functional of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [37]. The cut-off
energy for the plane-wave basis was set to 400 eV. A
supercell containing 32 Y atoms and various numbers of
H and O atoms was used in our simulation. The Brillouin
zone was sampled by a 2×2×2 k-point grid [38]. All atoms
were fully relaxed until the convergence criteria of total
−7
energy (1.5×10 eV) and Hellman-Feynman force
−3
−1
(5×10 eV Å ) were met. Ab initio MD simulations for
both ground state and excited state were performed at
300 K [39]. The time step was 0.25 fs. For simulating the
excited state, two electrons were excited from the valence
band maximum (VBM) to the conduction band minimum (CBM) by manually modifying the occupations of
the CBM and VBM of the ground state (or fixedoccupation excited-state MD simulation). For saving
computing time, a special k-point (0.25, 0.25, 0.25) and
272-eV plane-wave cut-off energy were used in the MD
simulations. The nudged elastic band (NEB) method was
applied to evaluate the energy barriers involved in the
processes of forming and breaking H–H bond [40].
The RT-TDDFT simulations coupling electron and ion
dynamics were conducted by a modified version of the
SIESTA code [41–43]. Г point was used in the Brillouin
zone sampling. Double-ζ polarized (DZP) orbitals were
used as basis set. The plane-wave cut-off energy of realspace mesh grid was 250 Ry. We used microcanoical
(NVE) ensemble, a time step of 24.19 attoseconds and
Ehrenfest approximation in our simulation. Initial ion
positions and velocities were taken from ground state MD
simulations at 300 K.
Our YHxOy films were grown on 10 mm×10 mm quartz
substrates by magnetron sputtering (ULVAC ASC-4000C4 sputtering system) using a Y metal target (purity
99.9%, 2-in. diameter) under 100-W direct current (DC)
−4
power. The base pressure of the chamber was 10 Pa. The
working pressure was 0.5 Pa with 20 sccm H2 flow (purity
99.99%) and 10 sccm Ar flow (purity 99.99%). The samples with different oxygen concentrations were prepared
by controlling the H2 deposition pressure. The substrate
temperature was kept at room temperature. To test the
photochromic effect, the samples were exposed to a Xe
lamp (50 W) with an optical filter (>380 nm) at a vertical
angle. The irradiation time of all samples is 10 min. Time
of flight-secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS)
was performed with an Ion ToF SIMS5 system (IONTOF,
Germany) using pulsed primary ions of 30 keV. Both
positive and negative spectra were collected in the range
of m/z=1–908 with raster size at 200 μm×200 μm. The
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mass resolution of this ToF-SIMS (m/Δm) was about
12,000 at m/z=29 (Si). During mass spectrum acquisition,
the vacuum in the analytical chamber was about
−10
10 Torr.

RESULTS AND DISSUSION
Atomic structure
The structure of the photochromic yttrium hydride has
not been fully determined yet. Pishtshev and co-workers
[33] proposed a cubic structural model with each unit cell
containing four Y, ten H and one O atoms. We note that
the photochromic samples were not prepared by purposely introducing oxygen into the vacuum chamber in both
our experiment and previous studies. Nevertheless, it has
been believed that oxygen exists in the samples. The trace
oxygen is possibly from the gas sources even though the
nominal purity is 99.99%. As we will show below, we have
done SIMS measurement, which indeed detected oxygen
in our samples. Similar to Ref. [33], we also included
oxygen in our simulation cell. However, we have considered various oxygen concentrations in our simulation,
which is found to play an important role in the photochromic behavior. For the structure of yttrium hydride,
we adopted the face-centered cubic (fcc) YH3 structure,
which is supported by our experiment. As shown in
Fig. 1, the samples before and after color change by light
illumination exhibit nearly the same X-ray diffraction
(XRD) patterns. Meanwhile, the four main peaks can be
reproduced by the calculated XRD pattern using our
model as discussed below.
The basic features of the structural models following
[33] are that: (1) the Y atoms form an fcc lattice; (2) one
O atom occupies one of the eight tetrahedral interstitial

Figure 1 XRD patterns of YHxOy thin film samples before (blue) and
after (brown) illumination. The calculated XRD patterns are denoted by
black-color peaks. Inset shows the samples before (left) and after (right)
illumination.

sites in a cubic fcc unit cell; (3) six H atoms occupy six
tetrahedral interstitial sites, while the other four H atoms
occupy the four octahedral interstitial sites, but are distorted toward the center of the only remaining tetrahedral
interstitial site (or it can be viewed that these four H
atoms occupy the face centers of the only remaining Y
tetrahedron). Our calculations suggest that both O and H
atoms favor the tetrahedral sites. Only when no tetrahedral sites are available, the H atoms start to share the
tetrahedral sites by occupying the face centers of the Y
tetrahedra. Taking the above features into account, our
computational models use a 2×2×2 supercell containing
eight cubic fcc unit cells. We optimized the lattice constant to be a=10.40 Å. We considered four models containing one, two, four and eight O atoms per supercell,
respectively. To maintain the semiconducting nature, the
chemical compositions for the four models are Y32H94O,
Y32H92O2, Y32H88O4, and Y32H80O8, respectively. The
structure of Y32H88O4 is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Formation of dihydrogen in excited state
Our first attempt was to consider the OH formation in
YHxOy. Even both O and H are anions in this material,
considering the large difference in electronegativity between O and H, the formation of O–H cannot be excluded a priori. We found that when manually forming
the O–H species by moving a H atom towards the O atom
to a distance about 1 Å, the O–H species can be stabilized
after structural relaxation. However, when subjected to
MD simulation at room temperature, the O–H bond
quickly breaks up. This is consistent with the calculated
energy barrier of only 0.04 eV for the O–H bond breaking. As the color-changed samples after light illumination
can last for several hours or longer, we exclude the possibility of OH species being responsible for the photochromic process in YHxOy.
We then resorted to MD simulations to identify the

Figure 2 Atomic structure of Y32H88O4. The complete supercell is displayed on the left, which is divided into eight sub-cells. The four inequivalent sub-cells are displayed on the right showing bonding details.
Y: grey spheres; H: blue spheres; O: red spheres.
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atomic structure change that is responsible for the photochromic effect. We first performed ground-state MD
simulations at 300 K for 5 ps and then took the end
structure as input to perform excited-state RT-TDDFT
MD simulations. At every 5 fs, we checked the energy
difference between the highest-occupied state and the
lowest-unoccupied state at Γ point of the supercell. The
results are presented in Fig. 3. It can be seen that in all
cases the difference drops to nearly zero in less than
100 fs.
By analyzing the atomic structures during the gap
closing as observed above, we found that the common
feature in all models is that an H–H dihydrogen species
appear in the structure. Fig. 4 shows the band structures
of Y32H88O4 calculated on the structures before and after
the H–H bond formation. Before the dihydrogen formation, the material is a semiconductor with a band gap
of 1.2 eV. Note that the band gap is underestimated by
the DFT calculation, as is well known. After dihydrogen
formation, the CBM is occupied, suggesting strongly ntype doped semiconductor. In this case, intraband excitation of the conducting electrons will absorb the visible
light, which could be responsible for the transparent-toopaque photochromic transition. It is worth noting that
no formation of O–H bond was observed in our simulations. As shown in Fig. S1, the top valence band is
mainly formed by H s orbitals, while the bottom conduction band is mainly formed by Y d orbitals. As a
result, the top valence band in Fig. 4 shows relatively large
band dispersion, while the bottom conduction band
shows smaller dispersion.

Figure 3 Excited-state RT-TDDFT MD simulations of YHxOy with
different oxygen concentrations, namely, Y32H94O, Y32H92O2, Y32H88O4,
and Y32H80O8. The energy gap was measured between the highest occupied state and the lowest unoccupied state at Γ point.

Figure 4 Band structures of Y32H88O4 without dihydrogen and after
forming dihydrogen in excited state. The dashed lines mark the highest
occupied state.

Stability of the dihydrogen defect
As TDDFT simulation is computationally demanding, we
can only perform the calculation up to about 200 fs. To
check the stability of the formed dihydrogen species, we
adopted the fixed-occupation excited-state MD simulation. We used the model Y32H88O4 and the result is displayed in Fig. 5. In the ground state, the material is a
semiconductor with a clear band gap from −5 to 0 ps.
After switching on excitation at 0 ps, the gap between the
highest occupied and lowest unoccupied states quickly
closes in about 95 fs due to the formation of a dihydrogen. The inset of Fig. 5 illustrates the atomic structure
evolution. The excited-state MD was carried out up to
5 ps and the excitation was switched off. After that, we
further carried out ground-state MD simulation for another 10 ps. From Fig. 5, it can be seen that after
switching off the excitation, the gap remains to be closed.
Based on the results presented above, we can conclude
that the system under excitation of photon energy above
the band gap exhibits qualitatively a different potential
energy surface (PES) from the case without excitation.
The PES in the excited state has only one potential well
(i.e., the one with dihydrogen species present), because
the dihydrogen was formed spontaneously under excitation. In contrast, if without excitation, the PES exhibits
two wells corresponding to the cases with and without the
dihydrogen species, respectively. The one with the dihydrogen is a metastable state, which could recover to the
ground state by breaking the H–H bond. The structures
without and with the dihydrogen species are expected to
be responsible for the transparent and opaque states, respectively, before and after light illumination.
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Figure 5 Photoexcitation of Y32H88O4 studied by the fixed-occupation excited-state MD simulation. The energy difference between the highest
occupied and lowest unoccupied states evolves over a time span of 20 ps, including ground state (−5 to 0 ps), excited state (0 to 5 ps) and metastable
state with a dihydrogen present but without electronic excitation (5 to 15 ps). The inset of the energy plot shows a zoom-in view in the period from
−200 to 300 fs. The structure evolution with the distances between key H atoms (blue atoms) are also shown. The O atoms are marked by red spheres.

To investigate the kinetics of the formation and
breaking of the dihydrogen species, we used the NEB
method to calculate the transition energy barrier between
the two states. Fig. 6a illustrates the structural evolution
of two H atoms from being further apart (initial) to
forming a dihydrogen species (final). At the beginning,
the initial structure has two H atoms in an octahedron of
Y atoms (shown in Fig. 6b, bottom panel), the distance
between them is 2.09 Å. Then, the third H atom approaches the octahedron. Meanwhile, the first two H
atoms form a pair with a distance of 0.82 Å, slightly
longer than that in a hydrogen molecule in gas phase
(0.74 Å). The energy profile from NEB calculation for the
structural evolution is presented in Fig. 6b (upper panel).
The calculated barrier is 1.25 eV, which prevents the
process from happening at room temperature. In contrast, the barrier for H–H bond breaking is only about
0.28 eV, which allows the bond breaking to occur at room
temperature even though experimentally this could take
up to several hours. Based on our experiment, heating to
60°C can accelerate the recovery process to about several
minutes.

It is worth noting that even though the simulation time
is relatively short, the RT-TDDFT simulation as shown in
Fig. 3 already suggests that the oxygen concentration has
an effect on the photochromic effect. For example, when
the oxygen concentration is too low, the band gap drops
slower than the cases of high oxygen concentration,
suggesting that it is difficult to form dihydrogen as seen
in Fig. 3 (the case of Y32H94O). When the oxygen concentration is too high, the energy gap first drops to nearly
zero, but then recovers to large gap rapidly, as seen in
Fig. 3 (the case of Y32H80O8), suggesting that the formed
dihydrogen is unstable.
To confirm the behavior in the RT-TDDFT simulation
in a longer simulation time, we also performed the fixedoccupation MD simulation for other models similar to
that shown in Fig. 5 for Y32H88O4. The results are shown
in Fig. 7. It can be seen that when the oxygen concentration is as low as in the case of Y32H94O (Fig. 7a),
when the excitation is switched on at 0 ps, the energy gap
closes quickly, similar to that in Fig. 5. However, when
the excitation is switched off at 5 ps, the gap quickly
opens and recovers to that before the excitation, sug-
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Figure 6 (a) Illustration of dihydrogen formation through diffusion of
H atoms. For clarity, only the O atoms (red spheres) and H atoms (blue
spheres) involved in the process are shown. (b) Energy profile (upper
panel) and structural evolution (lower panel) for the dihydrogen formation in an octahedron of Y atoms.

gesting that the barrier for H–H bond breaking is so small
that it quickly dissociates at room temperature. The case
of Y32H92O2, as shown in Fig. 7b, is similar to Y32H94O,
except that after switching off the excitation at 5 ps, the
dihydrogen exists slightly longer. In the case when oxygen
concentration is high as in the model Y32H80O8, it can be
seen in Fig. 7c that the energy gap also quickly reopens
after switching off the excitation. Also, during the excitation from 0 to 5 ps, the fluctuation in the case of
Y32H80O8 is much larger than that in the case of Y32H94O,
resulting in ultrafast gap closing and reopening during
excitation, similar to the case in Fig. 3 (Y32H80O8).
We prepared three samples, one shows photochromic
effect, the other two do not. For the two samples not
showing photochromic effect, one is purposely underdoped and the other is over-doped by oxygen through
controlling the H2 deposition pressure in the experiment.
The results are presented in Fig. S2. When the oxygen
concentration is too low, the sample already exhibits dark
color before illumination and photochromic effect was

Figure 7 Evolution of the energy levels of the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied states for the YHxOy models. (a) Y32H94O; (b) Y32H92O2;
(c) Y32H80O8. See the caption of Fig. 5 for a detailed description. The structure evolution with the distances between key H atoms (blue atoms) is also
shown.
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not observed after illumination. When the oxygen concentration is too high, the sample is transparent before
and after illumination. We performed SIMS measurement
on the three samples. While we are not able to quantitatively characterize the concentration, the SIMS result
shows a trend of increasing oxygen concentration
(Fig. S2), in qualitative agreement with our theoretical
results on the role of oxygen concentration.
Before concluding this work, it is worth noting that the
formation time of an individual dihydrogen is different
from the color-change time of a sample. We consider that
dihydrogen is responsible for the photochromic effect in
YHxOy through the strong n-type doping and the intraband excitation of conducting electrons to absorb visible
lights. The color change of a sample requires significant
amount of dihydrogen species to donate conducting
electrons. Therefore, the color-change time of a sample
should be much longer than the formation time of an
individual dihydrogen and dependent on multiple factors,
e.g., irradiation intensity and light absorption coefficient
of the material. Systematic studies on such properties are
called for, preferably, the assistance of ultrafast resolution
in the time domain.

CONCLUSIONS
We studied the photochromic mechanism in oxygencontaining yttrium hydride by RT-TDDFT and fixedoccupation MD simulations. Under excitation of photon
energy above the band gap, dihydrogen species can be
spontaneously formed in less than 100 fs. The stability of
the dihydrogen after turning off the excitation is found to
be related to the oxygen concentration. When O/Y ratio is
about 1:8, the dihydrogen species is found to be a metastable configuration, which requires to overcome a
barrier of about 0.28 eV to break the H–H bond. When
the oxygen concentration is too high or too low, the
formed dihydrogen quickly dissociates within 100 fs after
turning off the excitation. The dihydrogen species results
in highly n-type doping of the material, which is thought
to be responsible for the transparent-to-opaque photochromic transition in yttrium hydride observed in experiment.
Received 25 February 2020; accepted 10 April 2020;
published online 29 May 2020
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光致变色材料YHxOy中超快过程的激发态密度泛
函理论研究
1,2†

1,2†

3†

1

4

4

4

柴骏 , 邵泽伟 , 王涵 , 明辰 , Wanseok Oh , 叶唐 , 张勇 ,
1*
1
5
1*
曹逊 , 金平实 , 张绳百 , 孙宜阳
摘要 含氧稀土金属氢化物YH x O y 是一种新发现的、具有快速光
响应的光致变色材料. 尽管其制备方法、光学性质和结构特征已
被广泛研究, 但YHxOy中的光致变色机理仍然未知. 本文采用基于
最新开发的含时密度泛函理论的激发态分子动力学模拟研究了
YHxOy中的光化学反应. 结果发现, 光激发下在100 fs内可以形成一
种双氢缺陷. 该双氢缺陷为浅施主, 使材料表现出强n型掺杂行为,
这可能是导致YHxOy中光致变色效应的原因. 此外还发现, 氧浓度
会影响双氢缺陷的稳定性, 这意味着双氢解离的能垒与氧浓度有
关. 在此模型中, 当O/Y=1:8时, 双氢解离的能垒约为0.28 eV. 若氧
浓度过低, 在关闭激发时双氢会迅速解离; 若氧浓度过高, 即使在光
激发下双氢也会快速解离.
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